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Introduction 
The Longman Young Children's Picrure Dictionary offers a rich and stimulating envirorunem for 
young children's first experiences of the English language. The dictionary exposes children to over 
270 English words in a fun and enjoyable way, thus setting the wheels in motion for a lifetime of 
English learning. 

The contextS and situations presented in lite dictionary refiect children·~ uwn lives: playing in the 
park, in !:he toy store, food, clothes, colors and shapes, playtime, in the bathroom, bedtime. etc. 
These contexts can be used as a springboard to encourage the children to talk about themselves and 
their own lives, which in turn will build their confidence and self-esteem. 

Stol'}1elling is such an imponant and integral pan of a childs life, and two weU·known and well
loved fairy tales are presented in lite dictionary, to capture the imagination, provide a basis for 
presenting key vocabulary and give children an age-appropriate cro~s·cultural experience. 

How to use the dictionary 

The topic 

• With books closed, stan by Introducing the 
topic. In lite children's first language ask simple 
questions about the topic. For example, if 
the topic is breakfast, ask !hem when they 
eat breakfast and what they have, in order 
to activate their interest and ensure all the 
children understand the topic area. 

• With books open, show the children the SC't'ne 
and ask them specific questions about it: "Wiwc 
can you see?" , • Where is litis?" , • Wlzo are 
riley? • . • Wlwr are they doing? • , etc. Generate 
interest in the picture and try to elicit (in the 
children's own language If necessary) some of 
the interesting and key objects in the scene. 

• As you discuss, the children will probably want 
to tPII you more about how the topic relates to 
their own lives. Give all children a chance to 
contribute as this will encourage their interest 
in the topic generally. Show real interest in their 
answers by asking them appropriate and topic
related questions about what rheir bedroom 
looks like, or which roy riley like to play with 
most, or what they like to play on at the park, 
but keep focusing them back on the scene as 
the discussion develops. 

The vocabulary 

• After discussing the ropic, focus on the key 
\'OCabulary being presented, pointing to the 
objectS in the scene. 

• • Play the CD and the children can point to the 
objects in the scene as you say the words. As 
they listen to each word several times, have them 
repeat chomlly. Talk about the key vocabulary 
Items, asking them questions to focus them on 
the words. 

The hidden object 

· • There is an object hidden In each picture. The 
hidden object begins with the same lener as 
the alphabet letter being presented. Finding the 
hidden ObJeCt Is a fun and quick way to stan the 
actlvilies section of the lesson. 

• As each child finds it, he/she should raise a hand 
or stand up. rather than call out the location or 
the object, so that everyone bas a chance to find 
it. Allow dirTerent children to take turns teUing 
wbere !:he hidden object is. 

• • Have lite children say lite word when !hey find 
lhe hidden objecL 

https://www.languagecentre.ir/english/children/longman-children%E2%80%A6cture-dictionary



























































































































































































































































